K3 Syspro case study

At a glance
Company
Industry sector
Manufacturing of cash handling and bank note
UK, Germany, Spain, China and Brazil, which all previously
operated independently. Following the rapid four-month

been able to channel all company data through one single
generated from its single UK base. This central access has
processes.

SIC Code
7310
• Other research and experimental development on
natural sciences and engineering

Number of employees
70 +

The challenge
• To be more responsive to customer enquiries
•
•
lacks the capacity to support their growth
• Improve sales reports
•

• SYSPRO ERP
•
• QlikView Business Intelligence

“It would normally take a few days to
register enquiries and have the relevant
customers, but we are now able to have
enquiries listed well within half an hour
increased sales and much smoother
processes all round.”

• Channel all company data through one single
•

generated from the UK base
• Seamless visibility of worldwide company data has
streamlined sales processes
•
line decision making
• Sales reports can be easily generated and tailored
depending on the recipient
•

LOGO AREA
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Boosts Growth

“We can now channel the
into QlikView to report on this

quickly register them on our CRM system at the show.

accurately than before and has saved
previous method, which was
paper-based.”

alerted so they can carry out further follow up visits. It would
normally take a few days to register enquiries and have the
are now able to have enquiries listed well within half an hour
much smoother processes all round.”

vending, retail, and kiosk industries. The company has
released a number of new products over the past few years,
which have contributed to strong business growth. The
needed to support this growth, which is why the business
system, the company’s sales and customer service teams are

business from sales reports to stock reports. Paul
Smith explains how these reports have enabled the

new CRM system linking seamlessly to customer records held
range of industry standard products to suit individual
customer requirements quickly and accurately.

all the budgets for our customers were previously
collated from various systems but are now driven

helping it to become more responsive to customer enquiries
decision making.

previous method, which was paper-based.”
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track of numerous documents in order to generate consistent
sales reports proved challenging. The company can now
quickly and easily generate sales reports in QlikView, and

K3 brought together experts from
its SYSPRO, CRM and QlikView
divisions and held dedicated

and the level of authority of the recipient within the company.
single unit of product that leaves the manufacturing facility
is tested, captured and reported on through QlikView. This

Technology’s internal IT team to
ensure that a rapid and successful

and to a high standard. This has been an integral service to

Were Met

together experts from its SYSPRO, CRM and QlikView divisions
internal IT team to ensure that a rapid and successful

Paul Smith explains the process: “K3 worked with us really

and links within the system. SYSPRO has also been

delighted that we managed to implement on the day we had
planned. On the day of the switchover we only needed one

forms and K3 has developed an integrated module for

forecast beforehand so our own IT team was able to handle
much of the process. We spent the next six to twelve months
bedding the new system in and familiarising ourselves with its

“Once we started using the system and becoming
familiar with it we recognised the need for an

explains. “When we raised the issue with K3 they built
seamlessly with the wider system and the result is that
place a system that had the scalability to grow alongside the
business.

and ensure that we are responding more quickly to
demand. The whole project has proved to be a really
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